Pictured with Chupik is his piece entitled
“Shooting Galley” which is an homage to
birds and will be on display at the
Brett Wesley Gallery October 2-31.
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ecoming a parent really changes a
person. And, when you’re an artist
like Kevin Chupik, that transformation
becomes visible to the world. His latest
series, Clarity of Youth, opens at Brett Wesley
Gallery in Art Square on October 2nd and
runs through the end of the month.
“Who knew fatherhood would create
such an immense change in my art,”
questioned Chupik. “It came out of leftfield.
Losing my father a couple of years ago also
made me very sentimental. I look back with
fond recollection.”
Chupik continues, “When my daughter
was born about two years ago, my life
changed. As she got a bit older and started
playing with toys, I noticed she was interested
in the same things I was as a child. My
memories are rich with those images. That’s
what formed the aesthetic of this collection.”
That aesthetic includes a 3-D locomotive
titled “Building Up Steam,” alphabet building
blocks form “Encyclopedia Britannica,” a
road sign is called “Desert Rules,” and a
target with birds perched on it is “Shooting
Gallery.”
“My daughter saw a steam locomotive
and said, ‘choo.’ I built the locomotive piece
a couple of months ago and she still says,
‘choo-choo.’ She’s in awe. Is she looking at
its shape, massiveness or movement? There’s
something aesthetically pleasing about a
locomotive. I wasn’t particularly fond of
locomotives as a child. I could take them or
leave them but most children are fascinated
by them. I wanted to pay homage to that, and
it gave me a great shape to work with.”
The encyclopedia piece reminded Chupik
of a 1957 set given to him by his father in
the 1970s. “I was fascinated by them. That’s
actually why I started painting and drawing.
I opened a volume and referenced them
for school reports. They were awash in
both verbal and visual aspects of a topic,”
Chupik explained. “As a child I craved visual
resources but there were no computers back
then. If I wanted to draw a picture of a horse,
I could open the encyclopedia and not only
look at images, but also start to learn about
the horse.
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“The piece acknowledges the foundation
of words as being letters via alphabet
blocks, and the stacking of those letters
becomes an encyclopedia of subjects. The
little objects hanging off the alphabet blocks
are reminiscent of my male youth, such as
playing with toy soldiers. The sculpture
sits on a table, a reference to where things
were made or read as a child. It’s a kind of a
cherished memory.”
The inspiration that led to the road sign
piece is one we are all familiar with. “I have
vivid memories of going on long road trips,
glimpsing out of the car window at a mileage
sign and seeing the landscape go on forever
and asking, are we there yet?”
Chupik’s Clarity of Youth pieces go in a
completely different direction from his past
work. “These works are highly-dimensional
wall pieces. I tried to blur the lines between
sculpture, painting, drawing and assemblage.
This is definitely a departure from my
pointillist period. I wanted to emphasize that
I’m not just a painter, that I can do a lot of
different things.
“I have historically used a more saturated
palette. The change is something that
happened quite organically. I think that the
muted palette of this series is synonymous
with a faded memory, a recollection, a
bygone era or event. I’ve been looking upon
these pieces as a kind of circular bridge back
to my childhood, my father’s childhood and
his father’s childhood. I’m traveling back
in time to salvage what was important to a
generational experience of youth. That seems
to fit a restrained vibrancy in palette.”
Luis Varela-Rico, a fellow artist, has
followed Chupik’s work for several years and
recognizes some significant changes in this
latest collection.
“I don’t know if Kevin realizes it, but in the
previous show he started shaping his canvases
and now he’s gone completely sculptural,” said
Varela-Rico. “These canvases are protruding
off the wall. The most exciting change is to see

him get away from being just a painter. He’s a
lot more than that. It’s important for an artist
to be diverse.
“The train is made of a lot of industrial
materials like an assemblage. I’ve never
known him to be a landscape painter but he
has a bit of that in his road sign piece and I
was pleasantly surprised. The biggest jump in
this collection is the color palette, going from
strong, bold colors in previous collections to
the more muted tones.
“What people won’t see a lot of in this
show is the figure. These pieces present a
sense of nostalgia. They all come together
as a group but are very unique individually.
Artists are selfish sometimes so it’s interesting
to see him go through this experience of
having a daughter. I didn’t know what to
expect, how it would affect his art. It’s a bit
more playful than what I’ve seen him do. He
has a good concept, good technical skill and
relays the messages through his work.”
Victoria Hart, director of Brett Wesley
Gallery, agrees. “Kevin is a masterful artist and
his new series is really stunning,” she noted.
“He always puts a lot of thought into his work.
This series is a big change from his most recent
collections of large female images. Kevin is
experimenting and having fun and doing more
three-dimensional pieces.
“An artist’s personal life influences
his creations and in Kevin’s case, having
a daughter definitely played a role. This
new body of work focuses on airplanes,
trains, building blocks and other items
from childhood. Kevin is looking back and
reminiscing about how children interact
with them. These are great pieces and we
love them.”
Find out more at www.ChupikPaintings.com
or www.BrettWesleyGallery.com. q
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Aida Garcia plays the lead role of Alice in Las Vegas Contemporary
Dance Theater’s (LVCDT) production of Alice Down the Rabbit Hole
which is being performed at the Smith Center on Friday, October 3.
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hen
the
Las
Vegas
Contemporary Dance Theater
(LVCDT) production of Alice
Down the Rabbit Hole takes over The Smith
Center for one blazing performance on
Friday, October 3, dancer Aida Garcia will
bring her own spin to the lead character.
“My mother and grandmother saw me
dancing around the house and thought it
would be a great thing for me to study
dance,” said Garcia, who has studied ballet
since age six. “I did some TV shows and
commercials when I was young then I
geared more toward dance when I was nine
years old. I learned everything including the
vocabulary and history of the dance as well
as acting and singing. I started taking ballet,
jazz and modern dance but I really liked
ballet the most.
“I was positively consumed with
ballet, but it was tough choosing between
school activities and dance commitments,
particularly in my teen years. I went to the
prom but I missed my senior trip. I had just
gotten the lead role of Aurora in Sleeping
Beauty. It was a big promotion in the Ballet
Concierto and a great opportunity so I had
to choose.”
Garcia grew up in Puerto Rico but
attended the Julliard summer intensive
dance program in New York and the
prestigious Rock School intensive summer
program in Pennsylvania. When Garcia
wasn’t studying drama at the University
of Puerto Rico, she traveled to Italy with
Ballets de San Juan, performing traditional
ballet with a Latin flair.
Garcia made her way to Las Vegas when
a friend was auditioning dancers for a new
show in town – “Raw Talent.”
“My mother found the ad and suggested
I go to the audition,” said Garcia. “I had two
weeks to decide if I wanted the job. A lot of
dancers from Puerto Rico were part of the
cast so that made it easier for me to move. I
had more of a family experience and it was
great to be dancing in Vegas.
“When that show closed, I started trying
to find my next dancing job. I knew nothing
about Vegas. Some of the people from the
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show had joined Bernard (Gaddis, founding
artistic director of LVCDT) and started
dancing with him. I didn’t join the company
at first, I just wanted to keep up my dancing
skills. I was a full ballerina and had never
done contemporary dance so I was a little
afraid of losing my pointe shoes. I discovered
how versatile the dance company was. It has
a lot of amazing energy. Bernard asked me to
join the company about three years ago and
I’ve been here ever since.
“This presentation of Alice has
been a pretty fun process. Bernard is
choreographing everything from scratch.
It’s fun to see him put it all together. It’s
more of a contemporary dance with creative
style, adding ballet elements. Even though
I’m wearing pointe shoes I have to be more
flexible in the steps. Ballet is very specific
but here we have the ability to put our
artistic expression to the movements.
“It’s fun for me to interact with all the
characters and experience the emotion of
each scene. You can definitely follow the
story of Alice throughout. All the characters
are in the show but with a more modern
twist. It’s super colorful and brilliant!”
In her spare time, Garcia teaches
ballet to young girls and based on her own
experience, feels very strongly about the
arts in education. “It would be nice for
people to understand how important it is
for kids to be involved in dance. It opens up
their eyes to have art in their lives which will
help to grow the community in a better way
when they get older. I get so much out of
dance personally, I don’t even know what I’d
be doing if I wasn’t dancing.”
It wasn’t just Garcia’s passion for dance
that got her the role of Alice over the 16
other dancers who comprise the LVCDT

company, it was also her technique. “I chose
Aida as Alice because of her technical ability,
particularly en pointe. I also felt that she was
one that could embody the spirit of Alice.
In this production, Alice is not a young girl.
She’s a teenager so she’s more worldly, older
with more depth.”
As for the rest of his interpretation of Alice
Down the Rabbit Hole, Gaddis explains that it
“tells the story of “Alice in Wonderland” and
the people she meets, but we followed more
along the original story. Most of the people
in Wonderland remind Alice of someone in
her life, like in “The Wizard of Oz.” The
stories are closely related.
“There’s the grandmother who always
disciplines her, represented by the Red
Queen, and the mother who is nice is the
White Queen, the Red Queen’s sister.
Alice’s two brothers are Tweedledee and
Tweedledum and the Mad Hatter is her
father. People will see these characters
portrayed within the ballet.”
What people won’t see is a full ballet.
“A lot of people think we’re all ballet but
we perform contemporary dance. We meld
the classic ballet aesthetics with modern
technique. This performance of Alice has so
many different elements happening within
the ballet itself – classical, modern, jazz,
contemporary, and even a little bit of tap.
We wanted to meld it all into a great evening
of dance.”
For tickets, visit www.thesmithcenter.com or
www.lvcontemporarydancetheater.org. q
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Ryan Elisabeth Reid is the author of Henri, a play offering an
intimate view of Alzheimer’s, being presented at the Smith Center’s
Troesh Studio Theater October 17-26.
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hances are, we all know someone like
Henri.
Henri is the groundbreaking,
thought-provoking theatrical brainchild of Ryan
Elisabeth Reid, author, playwright, and founder
and artistic director for Sprat Artistic Ensemble
which brings the play to The Smith Center’s
Troesh Studio Theater October 17-26.
Daughter of former Clark County
Commissioner Rory and granddaughter of
U.S. Senate Majority Leader Harry, Reid
grew up in Las Vegas but currently resides in
New York where she recently graduated from
the New School. She is forging her own path of
public service by championing creative ways to
advocate for the needs of the marginalized in
America, beginning with the elderly.
“I was doing fieldwork about the elderly
in New York City, trying to understand what
their general population was experiencing
on a daily basis,” said Reid. “Concurrently,
my grandfather (on her mother’s side) was
diagnosed with Alzheimer’s. A professor
suggested I turn one of my short stories into
a longer piece, which became, ‘One Day in
the Life of Henri Shnuffle.’ The play received
a positive review in The New York Times, and I
became obsessed with telling the story about
Henri and Alzheimer’s.”
The New York Times write-up was an
unexpected bonus for the first-time playwright.
“We sent out a press release regarding the play
and this particular reviewer focused on shows
with social activism. We lucked out with the
coverage and that allowed us to create a second
incarnation for a larger audience. My first play
went through one day in the life of Henri, to
help the audience understand more fully what
he experiences. However, in a larger theater,
I needed to rewrite it to create a different sort
of tension to involve the audience.”
Henri is about one specific character and his
life but more generally about the lifecycle and
interaction between different generations with
eight cast members representing Henri from
age 8 to 80. “The piece uses a lot of unusual
theater techniques like repetition, miming,
fine arts and painting,” revealed Reid. “It’s an
unusual show but the techniques that we’re
using are inspired by the subject matter.”
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Reid’s play found its way to The Smith
Center quite by accident. Myron Martin
knew Reid when she was an assistant to artist
Tim Bavington, creator of the “Pipe Dream”
sculpture located in the performing arts
center’s Symphony Park.
“Myron read the review of my play and
contacted me to get together while he was
in New York for the Tony Awards. He said
that this needs to come to Las Vegas, and
here we are.
“I’m excited for caregivers to see the show
because they’ll understand it. Following each
performance, we’ll have talkbacks where a
panel of doctors from Lou Ruvo Center for
Brain Health, caregivers, social workers,
cast and crew will discuss the different topics
raised in the play so hopefully people will
better understand how to help the elderly,
and caregivers will learn what care options are
available in Las Vegas.
“With Henri, I have two main goals. First,
as an artist, I want to create a work of art that
will force people to think about things they
normally won’t, or engage with people they
normally wouldn’t. Second, as someone who
grew up in Las Vegas and has loved ones in
town, I wanted to help the community.”
Reid’s association with Bavington continues
to this day. In September, he held a fundraiser
for an associated project dear to Reid’s heart
-- music and memory therapy -- with attendees
donating iPods and iTunes cards.
“I became fascinated with music therapy
about a year ago,” said Reid. “I think it’s an
amazing therapeutic tool and believe in it
wholeheartedly. The reaction is different for
each person. Sometimes it helps them to talk,
it lightens their mood, it relieves their pain or
it triggers memories that seem long forgotten.
I want to bring more of it to Las Vegas.”
“We have the Music & Memory program
operating at one community, but we want to
expand it to others,” said Stephanie Lowrey,
director of Pacifica Senior Living, a local

memory care facility. “We need more iPods to
expand the program. I received this wonderful
email from Ryan saying she wanted to help. We
were going to do an iPod donation at the (Henri)
performances when Tim Bavington stepped up
and offered to host a fundraiser. It’s fortuitous
when things like this happen. You really have to
pay attention to what life gives you.
“Music & Memory is a powerful way to
engage, animate and return dignity to a patient.
If they are agitated, an hour of music can calm
them down. In the last stages of Alzheimer’s,
their head is often on the table and they’re not
aware of their surroundings. We put the music
on and their eyes blink and they’re alert.
“The music needs to be individualized and
since we have Alzheimer’s patients ranging in
age from 56 to 97, we have to research what
was popular during their early adult years.
“We work with the families or through
observation to determine their taste in music,
their favorite songs and create a playlist,”
explained Lowrey.
Between Henri and her advocacy of music
and memory therapy, Reid’s focus on keeping
memories alive has not gone unappreciated.
“The exposure and priority that Ryan is putting
on Alzheimer’s and dementia through Henri
is remarkable. We are proud to support her
effort to shine the light on the challenges our
patients and caregivers face,” said Dr. Jeffrey
Cummings, director of the Lou Ruvo Center for
Brain Health. “To help amplify her message, our
experts will be part of the post-show discussions
with Henri audiences. We are excited about what
she’s doing for our patients, caregivers and this
cause we all are passionate about.”
Find out more at www.thesmithcenter.com,
www.pacificaseniorliving.com, www.sprattheatreco.
com and www.musicandmemory.org. q
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